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Abstract
Abstract
The
The response
response of
of railway
railway tracks
tracks and
and trackside
trackside vibration
vibration are
are strongly
strongly governed
governed by
by the
the quality
quality of
of the
the track.
track. Defects
Defects or
or nonnonhomogeneities
in
the
track/substructure/ground
can
remarkably
increase
the
responses
in
the
system,
leading
to
homogeneities in the track/substructure/ground can remarkably increase the responses in the system, leading to further
further
deterioration
deterioration of
of the
the track.
track. This
This issue
issue is
is more
more dramatic
dramatic in
in high-speed
high-speed lines.
lines. The
The objective
objective of
of this
this paper
paper is
is to
to study
study the
the impact
impact of
of
two
two types
types of
of non-homogeneities
non-homogeneities on
on the
the track
track response.
response. In
In the
the first
first case,
case, the
the effect
effect of
of hanging
hanging sleepers
sleepers is
is studied,
studied, and
and in
in the
the
second
second case,
case, the
the effect
effect of
of locally
locally deteriorated
deteriorated substructure
substructure is
is investigated.
investigated. Two
Two numerical
numerical solutions
solutions are
are used
used for
for the
the simulation
simulation of
of
track-substructure-ground
response.
The
first
is
the
frequency-domain
solution
VibTrain
that
has
been
developed
track-substructure-ground response. The first is the frequency-domain solution VibTrain that has been developed for
for efficient
efficient
simulation
simulation of
of track/ground
track/ground response
response under
under moving
moving loads
loads using
using aa combination
combination of
of beam
beam elements
elements for
for the
the track/substructure
track/substructure and
and
Green's
Green's functions
functions for
for the
the layered
layered soil
soil medium.
medium. The
The second
second model
model is
is aa FE
FE model
model in
in COMSOL
COMSOL Multiphysics
Multiphysics enhanced
enhanced with
with the
the
absorbing
absorbing boundary
boundary PML
PML (Perfectly
(Perfectly Matched
Matched Layer)
Layer) in
in the
the time
time domain.
domain. In
In addition
addition to
to studying
studying the
the effect
effect of
of track
track defects
defects on
on rail
rail
vibration,
vibration, the
the results
results of
of the
the two
two solutions
solutions are
are compared
compared and
and practical
practical conclusions
conclusions are
are drawn
drawn on
on the
the potential
potential of
of using
using vibration
vibration
data for
for detection
detection of
data
of track
track defects.
defects.
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1. Introduction
Introduction
Development
Development of
of conventional
conventional and
and high-speed
high-speed railway
railway lines
lines has
has been
been growing
growing rapidly
rapidly throughout
throughout the
the world.
world. While
While
high-speed
lines,
with
train
speeds
typically
over
250
km/h,
represent
special
challenges
and
demands
high-speed lines, with train speeds typically over 250 km/h, represent special challenges and demands for
for track
track
conditions,
conditions, conventional
conventional lines
lines with
with aa trend
trend of
of coming
coming closer
closer to
to residential
residential areas
areas and
and critical
critical infrastructure
infrastructure pose
pose
environmental
environmental challenges
challenges related
related to
to noise
noise and
and vibration
vibration and
and damage
damage to
to other
other structures.
structures. Railway
Railway traffic
traffic induce
induce
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vibrations by quasi-static loads and dynamic axle loads. The vibrations by the dynamic loads are due to several
mechanisms such as wheel and rail unevenness, impact at rail joints and wheel ﬂats. In the frequency range between
1 and 80 Hz, building vibration is felt as mechanical vibration, while in the frequency range 16 to 200 Hz, groundborne vibrations can cause structure-borne noise because of vibrations in secondary elements in a structure. A great
research effort has been made over the past three decades to develop empirical and rigorous analytical-numerical
tools for prediction of vibration generated by railway traffic for different loading conditions and for modelling of
countermeasures [1-8].
Another source of ground vibration addressed by the research community is the so-called parametric excitation
that is related to the variability of the track and ground. While in some cases this excitation could lead to
unacceptable vibration, a more significant impact is directly for the track and its long-term performance. It is well
recognized that track variability could lead to local excessive stresses under the sleepers leading to loss of contact
between the ballast and sleepers, the so-called hanging sleepers. This in turn will accelerate the track deterioration
and will increase the need for maintenance. Realizing the importance of this issue in track design, researchers and
railway owners have spent considerable effort on condition assessment and detection of defects in the track and
substructure. There exist a few methods for continuous assessment of substructure condition (see for example [910]) where Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is one of the common methods. However, GPR can only provide
information about the upper part of the substructure (ballast and embankment). Therefore, there has been a dire need
for other condition monitoring methods of railway track substructures. Among relevant projects and initiatives that
have addressed this issue, one could mention the EC-funded research projects SuperTrack [11] and Innotrack [12].
A key to successful identification of track non-homogeneity or possibly track defects is the ability of measuring
the track behavior under railway traffic. Traditionally, the track-substructure condition is evaluated through static
stiffness of the track. A study for determination of dynamic track stiffness using Track Loading Vehicle (TLV) and
Rolling Stiffness Measurement Vehicle (RSMV), which is capable of measuring track stiffness for a train speed of
up to 60 km/h, is presented in [13]. This reference also reviews several existing static methods.
While measurement of track stiffness is a useful tool for detection of anomalies and possibly defects in the tracksubstructure system, a solution that can allow processing of the vibration data, for example on the bogies, for the
purpose of identifying track defects would be an ideal tool. This paper presents a first attempt by the authors to
explore the possibility of such a solution. The objective is then to study the impact of two cases of track and
substructure defects on track vibration. The two cases include 1) hanging sleepers, and 2) locally deteriorated
substructure (mainly ballast). Two numerical solutions are used for the simulation of track-substructure-ground
response. The first is the frequency-domain solution VibTrain [2] that has been developed for efficient simulation of
track/ground response under moving loads, and the second is an FE model in COMSOL Multiphysics enhanced with
the absorbing boundary PML (Perfectly Matched Layer) in the time domain.
2. Simulation of hanging sleeper by VibTrain
Figure 1(a) shows the key elements in the computational tool VibTrain [2]. The ground consists of visco-elastic
soil layers over a half-space and the substructure and tracks are modelled as separate beams with elastic elements
between them to represent rail/sleeper pad flexibility. The interaction between the substructure beam and the ground
is accounted for by use of Green's functions for layered media [14]. The software was validated against field test
data at the Swedish test site Ledsgaard and for Swedish train X2000. Figure 1(b) shows the bogie loads used in the
simulation. While it is possible to use the axle loads in the simulations, it was decided to use the bogie loads for
simplifications. Therefore, only the loads for one passenger car, i.e. 245 kN, Fig. 1(b), were used in the simulations.
Table 1 summarizes the dynamic soil parameters established for the test site at Ledsgaard using a combination of
geotechnical site investigation and lab testing (see [2,15] for more information).
To investigate the impact of hanging sleepers on track response only the quasi-static load mechanism was
considered in this study. VibTrain has the possibility of computing vibration from the dynamic loading of the
unsprung mass of the train due to rail/track unevenness [16]. However, it was considered that an irregular dynamic
load variation might mask the mechanism of track response and would require statistical analyses of numerous
analyses. This will be the subject of future studies if the results of the present investigation give a clear indication of
the effectiveness of the use of numerical simulations.
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(b)

(a)
Fig. 1. (a) Key elements of computational tool VibTrain [2], (b) Bogie loads of X2000
Table 1. Soil parameters applied to the FE simulation.
CS [m/s]

CP [m/s]

Soil layer

Thickness
[m]

Density
[kg/m3]

V= 70 [km/h]

V= 200 [km/h]

V= 70 [km/h]

V= 200 [km/h]
500

Crust

1.1

1500

72

65

500

Organic clay

3.0

1260

41

33

500

500

Clay

4.5

1475

65

60

1500

1500

Clay

6.0

1475

87

85

1500

1500

Half space

-

1475

100

100

1500

1500

Figure 2 presents the computed track vibrations for train speeds 100, 125 and 150 km/h for an ideal track, that is,
a track with no irregularities, and for a track with three adjacent hanging sleepers. The figure displays the plots of
the vertical velocities of the track at the location of the middle hanging sleeper as the train loads pass. As expected,
the vibration amplitudes increase considerably. Moreover, as the train speed increases, the differences between the
defected and intact (flawless) track become larger.
3. Simulation of track defect in 3D FE model
Figure 3(a) shows the model used in the commercial code COMSOL Multiphysics, and Fig. 3(b) shows a closeup of the FE mesh. COMSOL is a general-purpose FE code that suits well simulation of wave propagation in the
ground due to the possibility of implementing the so-called perfectly matched layer (PML) scheme [17]. The PML
scheme is applicable to both time and frequency domain analyses. The main computational domain is 100 m long in
the longitudinal direction, 10 m long in the transverse direction and 14 m deep. This domain is surrounded by the
PML domains of 20 m long in all three directions. In addition, due to symmetry of the problem, half of the 3D
model in the railway direction was used. The soil and train loads are those used for Ledsgaard test site described
above. Before introducing track defects in the FE model, its satisfactory performance was ascertained by simulating
the measured track responses for low and high speeds (below and above critical speed) as reported in [2,15]. Figure
4 shows the FE model used for the assessment of hanging sleepers. The width of the sleepers is 20 cm, and their
spacing is 60 cm. The numbers 1 to 4 represent both the number of hanging sleepers and their order of activation in
the model. The triangle in the figure indicates the location where the track response was computed.
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Fig. 2 Simulation of track vibration, with and without hanging sleepers

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. FE model used for simulation of track defect: (a) geometry for whole FE model, and (b) close-up of FE mesh

Figures 5 displays the results of numerical simulations of the track response for the cases of intact track and
tracks with different numbers of hanging sleepers for a train speed of 100 km/h. Figure 5(a) plots the computed
vertical velocities at the observation points. The results for the intact track and track with three hanging sleepers can
be compared with those in Fig. 2 for train speed 100 km/h. Despite considerable differences in the two models, the
results are satisfactorily comparable. Figure 5(b) compares the corresponding results of bending strains in the rail.
The figure clearly indicates the dramatic effect of increasing the number of hanging sleepers on the strains (about a
factor of three for four hanging sleepers).
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Fig. 4. Model description - reversed triangle represents receiver, numbers 1-4 show the order of introducing hanging sleepers

(

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Simulation of effect of number of hanging sleepers, (a) vertical velocity of track, (b) bending strain in rail

Figures 6(a) considers another form of track defect in which the ballast layer is degraded. The degradation was
introduced by reducing the elastic modulus of the ballast by 50%. The simulation of the track response was carried
out for four spans of degraded ballast as indicated in Fig. 6(a). Figure 6(b) displays the results of numerical
simulations for the intact track and for four cases of degraded tracks for a train speed of 100 km/h. The numbers 1 to
4 represent both the number of zones of deteriorated ballast and their order of activation in the model. The triangle
indicates the location where the track response was computed. For the cases and range of parameters considered
here, the results for this type of track defect do not show detectable differences in track vibration due to degraded
ballast.
4. Summary and Conclusions
This paper has presented the results of an initial study to investigate the potential of using track vibration under
normal or high-speed train passage to detect defects in the track and substructure. The cases considered were
hanging sleepers and deterioration of the ballast layer. Two numerical simulation tools, VibTrain and COMSOL
were used for this purpose. The simulations showed compatible results and indicated that hanging sleepers display
clear increase in track vibration. However, the results of simulations for the deteriorated ballast did not indicate
detectable changes in track vibration for the cases and the ranges considered in this study. In conclusion, these
results motivate more research in this subject by considering more realistic and variable dynamic loads and by using
different track/substructure/ground models.
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Fig. 6. Model description - reversed triangle represents receiver, numbers 1-4 show the order of introducing hanging sleepers
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